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We present Choral, the first framework for programming choreographies (multiparty protocols) that builds on
top of mainstream programming abstractions: in Choral, choreographies are objects. Given a choreography that
defines interactions among some roles (Alice, Bob, etc.), an implementation for each role in the choreography
is automatically generated by a compiler. These implementations are libraries in pure Java, which developers
can modularly compose in their own programs to participate correctly in choreographies.
1 INTRODUCTION
Background. Choreographies, broadly construed, are coordination plans for concurrent systems
based on message passing [Object Management Group 2011; W3C 2004]. In software development,
programmers use choreographies to agree on the interactions that communicating endpoints should
enact to achieve a common goal; then, the programming of each endpoint can proceed independently.
The success of this development process hinges on achieving choreography compliance: when all
endpoints are run together, they interact as defined by the choreographies agreed upon (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Choreography compliance: endpoints should
communicate as intended by the choreographies that
they engage in.
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Fig. 2. Our proposal: compliant-by-construction lib-
raries are automatically compiled from choreograph-
ies in Choral.
Achieving choreography compliance is hard: predicting how multiple programs will interact
at runtime is challenging [O’Hearn 2018], and mainstream tools do not adequately support pro-
grammers in reasoning about coordination in their code [Leesatapornwongsa et al. 2016; Lu et al.
2008]. Additionally, choreographies are complex: besides defining communication flows among
their roles (abstractions of endpoints, like “Alice”, “Bob”, “Buyer”, etc.) [Intl. Telecommunication
Union 1996]; often, choreographies include computational details of arbitrary complexity, e.g., pre-
or post-processing of data (encryption, validation, anonymisation, etc.), state information, or how
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to choose among alternative behaviours. Examples of choreographies are distributed authentica-
tion protocols [OpenID Foundation 2014; Sporny et al. 2011], cryptographic protocols [Diffie and
Hellman 1976], and multiparty business processes [Object Management Group 2011; W3C 2004].
In response to the challenge of choreography compliance, previous work investigated verification
and synthesis approaches to relate choreographies to endpoint programs [Ancona et al. 2016; Autili
et al. 2018; Basu et al. 2012; Hüttel et al. 2016; Qiu et al. 2007]. Among these approaches, choreographic
programming makes choreography compliance tractable in the presence of arbitrary computational
details in choreographies [Montesi 2013]. In this approach, choreographies are high-level programs
and compliance is obtained by construction: given a choreography, a compiler automatically
translates it to a set of compliant endpoint implementations. Choreographic programming has been
shown to have promising potential in multiple contexts, including information flow [Lluch-Lafuente
et al. 2015], distributed algorithms [Cruz-Filipe and Montesi 2016], cyber-physical systems [López
and Heussen 2017; López et al. 2016], and self-adaptive systems [Dalla Preda et al. 2017].
The problem. The languages used to represent choreographies and endpoint programs in pre-
vious works, including choreographic programming, are based on behavioural models (process
calculi, communicating automata, etc.). This makes it unclear how the results of these works can be
applied in practice to mainstream programming, where the basic building blocks are different (data,
functions, objects, etc.). The most notable and unfortunate consequence is that current program-
ming frameworks for choreographic programming do not support modular software development
[Dalla Preda et al. 2017; Montesi 2013]. Specifically, the code that these frameworks generate for each
endpoint is a “black box” programwithout an API: it can be executed, but it is not designed to be com-
posed by programmerswithin larger codebases. Thus, for example, the common scenario of program-
ming an endpoint that participates in multiple choreographies is not supported, and neither is pro-
gramming an endpoint where participating in a choreography is only part of what the endpoint does.
In summary, we still have to discover how the benefits of choreographic programming can be
imported to mainstream software development. The aim of this article is to fill this gap.
This article. We present Choral, a new choreographic programming framework that supports
modularity and is based onmainstream programming concepts. To demonstrate applicability, Choral
is compatible with Java, but our ideas apply to most statically-typed object-oriented languages.
The fulcrum of Choral is a new interpretation of choreographies that builds naturally on top
of existing language abstractions: in Choral, choreographies are objects. The starting point for
this interpretation is a revisitation of the ideas in Lambda 5 [Murphy VII et al. 2004], the model
that inspired the research line on multitier programming [Murphy VII et al. 2007; Neubauer
and Thiemann 2005; Serrano et al. 2006; Weisenburger et al. 2018]. In Lambda 5, each data type is
located at a place, enabling reasoning on spatially-distributed computation. Choral generalises these
types from single to multiple locations, which allows us to express that an object is implemented
choreographically: Choral objects have types of the form T@(R1, ..., Rn), where T is the usual
interface of the object, and R1, . . . , Rn are the roles that collaboratively implement the object.
As an example, consider the case of a multiparty choreography for distributed authentication,
where a service authenticates a client via a third-party identity provider. We can define such
a choreography as a Choral object of type DistAuth@(Client, Service, IP) (IP is short for
identity provider). The object can implement methods that involve multiple roles. For example, it
can offer a method authenticate with the following signature.
Optional@Service<AuthToken> authenticate(Credentials@Client credentials) Choral Code
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Invoking method authenticate with some Credentials located at Client returns an authorisa-
tion token at Service (Optional, since authentication might fail), denoting movement of data.
We leverage our choreographies-as-objects interpretation to develop a methodology for choreo-
graphy compliance that supports modularity and is compatible with mainstream programming. We
depict this methodology in Figure 2. Given the code of a Choral object with some roles, a compiler
produces a compliant-by-construction software library in pure Java for each role (“coordination
code” in the figure): each library contains the local implementation of what its role should do
to execute the choreography correctly. These libraries offer Java APIs derived from the source
choreographies, which reveal only the details pertaining the implemented role. When a software
developer programs an endpoint that should engage in a choreography, they can just take the
library compiled for the role that they want to play and use it through its Java API. Through such
APIs, developers can modularly compose multiple libraries with their own code (“local code” in the
figure), thus gaining the ability to participate in multiple choreographies.
The Java code compiled from method authenticate for role Service has the signature below.
Optional<AuthToken> authenticate() Generated Code
Parameter credentials from the choreographic method has disappeared, since its type does not
include Service; conversely, the return type Optional<AuthToken> remains.
Contributions. We outline our main contributions.
Language. We present Choral, the first choreographic programming language based on main-
stream abstractions and interoperable with a mainstream language (Java). The key novelty of the
Choral language is that data types are higher-kinded types parameterised on roles. We leverage
this feature to bring the key aspects of choreographies to object-oriented programming (spatial
distribution, interaction, and knowledge of choice). Choral is also the first truly higher-order
choreography language, in the sense that choreographies passed as arguments can carry state.
Type checker. We implement a type checker that prevents coding errors related to roles, e.g.,
attempting a computation at a role using data at another role without performing an appropriate
communication. Our typing supports the reuse of all existing Java classes and interfaces in We
also extend typical aspects of typed objects to choreographies, including inheritance, method
overloading, and semantic parametricity. This allows us to define in Choral the first hierarchy
of “channel types” for choreographies, which specify topological assumptions in choreographies.
Method overloading also allows us to specialise computation based on the role that performs it.
Compiler. We implement a compiler that translates Choral source into Java libraries that comply
with the source choreography. Differently from previous work on choreographic programming,
our compiler does not assume the presence of any fixed runtime middleware.
Testing. We present the first testing tool for choreographic programming. Since choreography
implementations are spread over multiple components (one for each role), testing choreographies
can be difficult because it calls for integration testing. Our testing tool leverages Choral to write
“choreographic tests” that look like simple unit tests at the choreographic level, but are then compiled
to integration tests that integrate the respective implementations of all roles.
Evaluation. We explore the expressiveness of our language with use cases of different kinds,
covering security protocols, cyberphysical systems connected to the cloud, and parallel algorithms.
Then, we carry out a systematic analysis, where the Choral compiler reduces the amount of code
that programmers have to write from 50% up to almost 400%.
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Outline. We overview Choral with simple examples in Section 2, and give more realistic use cases
in Section 3. The syntax and implementation of Choral are discussed in Section 4, and testing in
Section 5. We evaluate Choral systematically in Section 6. Related work is discussed in Section 7.
2 CHORAL IN PRACTICE
We start with an overview of the key features of Choral. First, spatial distribution: the expression
of computation that takes place at different roles (Section 2.1). Second, interaction: the coding of
data exchanges between roles (Section 2.2). Third, knowledge of choice: the coordination of roles
to choose between alternative behaviours (Section 2.3).
The Choral language is quite big. Its usefulness depends on the capability to produce software
libraries whose APIs look like “idiomatic” Java APIs, so we chose to incorporate a substantial set of
features, which would commonly be considered necessary to use and produce Java APIs: Choral
supports classes, interfaces, generics, inheritance, and method overloading. APIs generated by
Choral support lambda expressions, in the sense that Java programmers can pass lambda expressions
as arguments to our APIs. (Just as in Java, Choral sees these arguments as objects.) Supporting the
Java syntax for lambda expressions inside of Choral programs is not necessary for our objective,
since they can be encoded as objects, so we leave it to future work on ergonomics.
In the rest of this section, we explain the key aspects of Choral by assuming that the reader is
familiar with Java. The reader can assume that language constructs that have the same syntax as
Java behave as expected (modulo our additions, which we explain in the text).
2.1 Roles and data types
Hello roles. All values in Choral are distributed over one or more roles, using the @-notation seen
in Section 1. The degenerate case of values involving one role allows Choral to reuse existing Java
classes and interfaces, lifted mechanically to Choral types and made available to Choral code. For
example, the literal "Hello from A"@A is a string value "Hello from A" located at role A. Code
involving different roles can be freely mixed in Choral, as in the following snippet.
1 class HelloRoles@(A, B) {
2 public static void sayHello() {
3 String@A a = "Hello from A"@A; String@B b = "Hello from B"@B;
4 System@A.out.println(a); System@B.out.println(b); }}
Choral Code
The code above defines a class, HelloRoles, parameterised over two roles, A and B. Line 3 assigns
the string "Hello from A" located at A ("Hello from A"@A) to variable a of type “String at A”
(String@A), and then the same but for a string located at B. Then, Line 4 prints variable a by using
the System object at A (System@A), and then prints variable b at role B.
Roles are part of data types in Choral, adding a new dimension to typing. For example, the
statement String@A a = "Hello from B"@B would be ill-typed, because the expression on the
right returns data at a different role from that expected by the left-hand side.
From Choral to Java. Given class HelloRoles, the Choral compiler generates for each role
parameter a Java class with the behaviour for that role, in compliance with the source class. Here,
the Java class for role A is HelloRoles_A and the class for B is HelloRoles_B.
1 class HelloRoles_A {
2 public static void sayHello() {
3 String a = "Hello from A";
4 System.out.println( a ); }}
Generated Code 1 class HelloRoles_B {
2 public static void sayHello() {
3 String b = "Hello from B";
4 System.out.println( b ); }}
Generated Code
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Each generated class contains only the instructions that pertain that role. If Java developers want to
implement the behaviour of method sayHello for a specific role of the HelloRoles choreography,
say A, they just need to invoke the generated sayHello method in the respective generated class
(HelloRoles_A). If all Java programs interested in participating to HelloRoles do that, then their
resulting global behaviour complies by construction with the source choreography.
Distributed State. Fields of Choral classes carry state and can be distributed over different roles.
For example, a class BiPair can define a “distributed pair” storing two values at different roles.
1 class BiPair@(A, B)<L@X, R@Y> {
2 private L@A left; private R@B right;
3 public BiPair(L@A left, R@B right) { this.left = left; this.right = right; }
4 public L@A left() { return this.left; }
5 public R@B right() { return this.right; } }
Choral Code
Class BiPair is distributed between roles A and B and has two fields, left and right. The class is
also parameterised on two data types, L and R, which exemplifies our support for generics [Naftalin
and Wadler 2007]. At line 1, L@X specifies that L is expected to be a data type parameterised over a
single role, abstracted by X; similarly for R@Y. Choral interprets binders as in Java generics: the first
appearance of a parameter is a binder, while subsequent appearances of the same parameter are
bound. At line 2 we have the two fields, left and right, respectively located at A and B with types
L and R, the constructor is at line 3, while accessors to the two fields are at lines 4–5.
Data structures like BiPair are useful when defining choreographies where the data at some
role needs to correlate with data at another role, as with distributed authentication tokens. We
apply them to a use case in Section 3.1.
2.2 Interaction
Choral programs become interesting when they contain interaction between roles—otherwise, they
are simple interleavings of local independent behaviours by different roles, as in HelloRoles.
Choreography models typically come with some fixed primitives for interaction, e.g., sending
a value from a role to another over a channel [Carbone et al. 2012]. Thanks to our data types
parameterised over roles, Choral is more expressive: we can program these basic building blocks
and then construct more complex interactions compositionally. This allows us to be specific about
the requirements of choreographies regarding communications, leading to more reusable code.
For instance, if a choreography needs only a directed channel, then our type system can see by
subtyping that a bidirectional channel is also fine.
Directed data channels. We start our exploration of interaction in Choral from simple directed
channels for transporting data. In Choral, such a channel is just an object (if you prefer, call it a
choreography) that takes data from one place to another. We can specify this as an interface.
interface DiDataChannel@(A, B)<T@X> { <S@Y extends T@Y> S@B com(S@A m); } Choral Code
A DiDataChannel is the interface of a directed channel between two roles, abstracted by A and B,
that can transfer data of type T. Method com takes any subtype of T located at A, S@A, and returns a
value of type S@B. Parameterising data channels over the type of transferrable data (T) is important
in practice for channel implementors, because they often need to deal with data marshalling. Choral
comes with a standard library that offers implementations of our channel APIs for a few common
types of channels, e.g., TCP/IP sockets supporting JSON objects and shared memory channels. Users
can provide their own implementations.
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Using a DiDataChannel, we can write a simple method that sends a string notification from a
Client to a Server and logs the reception by printing on screen.
notify(DiDataChannel@(Client, Server)<String> ch, String@Client msg)
{ String@Server m = ch.com<String>(msg); System@Server.out.println(m); }
Choral Code
Note that String is a valid instantiation of T@X of DiDataChannel because we lift all Java types as
Choral types parameterised over a single role.
Alien data types. Compiling DiDataChannel to Java poses an important question: what should
be the return type of method com in the code produced for role A? Since the return type does not
mention A (we say that it is alien to A), a naïve answer to this question could be void, as follows.
interface DiDataChannel_A<T> { <S extends T> void com(S m); } Tentative Code
It turns out that this solution does not work well with expressions that compose multiple
method calls, including chaining like m1(e1,e2).m2(e3) and nesting like m1(m2(e)). As a concrete
example, consider a simple round-trip communication from A to B and back.
1 static <T@X> T@A roundTrip
2 (DiDataChannel@(A, B)<T> chAB, DiDataChannel@(B, A)<T> chBA, T@A mesg)
3 { return chBA.com<T>(chAB.com<T>(mesg)); }
Choral Code
Method roundTrip takes two channels, chAB and chBA, which are directed channels respectively
from A to B and from B to A. The method sends the input mesg from A to B and back by nested coms
and returns the result at A.
A structure-preserving compilation of method roundTrip for role A would be as follows.
1 static <T> T roundTrip
2 (DiDataChannel_A<T> chAB, DiDataChannel_B<T> chBA, T mesg)
3 { return chBA.com<T>(chAB.com<T>(mesg)); }
Generated Code
Observe how the inner method call, chAB.com<T>(mesg), should return something, such that
it can trigger the execution of the outer method call to receive the response. Therefore, the com
method of DiDataChannel_A cannot have void as return type.
Programming language experts have probably guessed by now that the solution is to use unit
values instead of void. Indeed, Choral defines a singleton type Unit, a final class that our compiler
uses instead of void to obtain Java code whose structure resembles its Choral source code.
We now show the Java code produced by our compiler from DiDataChannel for both A and B.
interface DiDataChannel_A<T>
{ <S extends T> Unit com(S m); }
Generated Code interface DiDataChannel_B<T>
{ <S extends T> S com(Unit m); }
Generated Code
Given these interfaces, the compilation of roundTrip for role A is well-typed and correct Java code.
An alternative to using Unit would have been to give up on preserving structure in the compiled
code; we chose in favour of our solution because preserving structure makes it easier to read and
debug the compiled code (especially when comparing it to the source choreography), and also
makes our compiler simpler.
The users of our compiled libraries are not forced to passing Unit arguments to methods, as for
method com of DiDataChannel_B: for methods like these, our compiler provides corresponding
“courtesy methods” that take no parameters and inject units automatically.
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Bidirectional channels. An immediate generalisation of directed data channels brings us to bid-
irectional data channels, specified by BiDataChannel.
interface BiDataChannel@(A, B)<T@X, R@Y>
extends DiDataChannel@(A, B)<T>, DiDataChannel@(B, A)<R> { }
Choral Code
A BiDataChannel is parameterised over two types: T is the type of data that can be transferred
from A to B and, vice versa, R is the type of data that can be transferred in the opposite direction.
This is obtained by multiple type inheritance: BiDataChannel extends DiDataChannel in one and
the other direction, which allows for using modularly a bidirectional data channel in code that
has the weaker requirement of a directed data channel in one of the two supported directions.
Distinguishing the two parameters T and R is useful for protocols that have different types for
requests and responses, like HTTP. We discuss more types of channels (including symmetric
channels) in Section 2.4.
Forward chaining. We use bidirectional channels to define a choreography for remote procedure
calls, called RemoteFunction, which leverages the standard Java interface Function<T, R>.
1 class RemoteFunction@(Client, Server)<T@X, R@Y> {
2 private BiDataChannel@(Client, Server)<T, R> ch; private Function@Server<T, R> f;
3 public RemoteFunction(BiDataChannel<T,R>@(Client, Server) ch, Function@Server<T, R> f)
4 { this.ch = ch; this.f = f; }
5 public R@Client call(T@Client t) { return ch.<R>com(f.apply(ch.<T>com(t))); } }
Choral Code
In the experience that we gained by programming larger Choral programs (as those in Section 3),
compositions of method invocations including data transfers as in line 5 of RemoteFunction are
rather typical. In these chains, data transfers are read from right to left (innermost to outermost
invocation), but most choreography models in the literature use a left-to-right notation (as in “Alice
sends 5 to Bob”). To make Choral closer to that familiar choreographic notation, we borrow the for-
ward chaining operator >> from F# [Petricek and Skeet 2009], so that exp >> obj::method is syn-
tactic sugar for obj.method(exp). For example, we can rewrite method call of RemoteFunction
as follows, which is arguably more readable and recovers a more familiar choreographic notation.
public R@Client call(T@Client t){return t >> ch::<T>com >> f::apply >> ch::<R>com;} Choral Code
2.3 Knowledge of choice
Knowledge of choice is a hallmark challenge of choreographies: when a choreography chooses
between two alternative behaviours, roles should coordinate to ensure that they agree on which
behaviour should be implemented [Castagna et al. 2011].
We exemplify the challenge with the following code, which implements the consumption of a
stream of items from a producer A to a consumer B.
1 // wrong implementation
2 consumeItems(DiDataChannel@(A, B)<Item> ch, Iterator@A<Item> it, Consumer@B<Item> consumer) {
3 if (it.hasNext())
4 { it.next() >> ch::<Item>com >> cons::accept; consumeItems(ch, it, consumer); } }
Choral Code
Method consumeItems takes a channel from A to B, an iterator over a collection of items at A, and a
consumer function for items at B. Role B works reactively, where its consumer function is invoked
whenever the stream of A produces an element: if the iterator can provide an item (line 3), it is
transmitted from A to B, consumed at B, and the method recurs to consume the other items (line 4).
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The reader familiar with choreographies should recognise that this method implementation is
wrong, due to (missing) knowledge of choice: the information on whether the if-branch should be
entered or not is known only by A (since it evaluates the condition), so B does not know whether it
should implement line 4 (receive, consume, and recur), or do nothing and terminate.
In choreographic programming, knowledge of choice is typically addressed by equipping the
choreography language with a “selection” primitive to communicate constants drawn from a
dedicated set of “labels” [Carbone andMontesi 2013; López et al. 2016]. This makes it possible for the
compiler to build code that can react to choicesmade by other roles, inspired by a theoretical operator
known as merging [Carbone et al. 2012]. In Choral, we adapt this practice to objects. Notably, Choral
is expressive enough that we do not need to add a dedicated primitive, nor a dedicated set of labels.
We define a method-level annotation @SelectionMethod, which developers can apply only to
methods that can transmit instances of enumerated types between roles (the compiler checks for
this condition). For example, we can specify a directed channel for sending such enumerated values
with the following DiSelectChannel interface.
interface DiSelectChannel@(A, B)
{ @SelectionMethod <T@X extends Enum@X<T@X>> T@B select(T@A m); }
Choral Code
Our compiler assumes that implementations of methods annotated with @SelectionMethod
return at the receiver the same value given at the sender. (This is part of the contract for channels,
and it is a standard assumption in implementations of choreographies.)
Typically, channels used in choregoraphies are assumed to support both data communica-
tions and selections. We can specify this with DiChannel (directed channel), a subtype of both
DiDataChannel and DiSelectChannel.
interface DiChannel@(A, B)<T@X>
extends DiDataChannel@(A, B)<T>, DiSelectChannel@(A, B) {}
Choral Code
Using DiChannels, we can update consumeItems to respect knowledge of choice.
enum Choice@A { GO, STOP } Choral Code
1 consumeItems(DiChannel@(A, B)<Item@X> ch, Iterator@A<Item> it, Consumer@B<Item> consumer) {
2 if (it.hasNext()) {
3 ch.<Choice>select(Choice@A.GO);
4 it.next() >> ch::<Item>com >> consumer::accept; consumeItems(ch, it, consumer);
5 } else { ch.<Choice>select(Choice@A.STOP); } }
Differently from the previous broken implementation of consumeItems, now role A sends a
selection of either GO or STOP to B. Role B can now inspect the received enumerated value to infer
whether it should execute the code for the if- or the else-branch of the conditional. This information
is exploited by our static analyser to check that consumeItems respects knowledge of choice, and
also by our compiler to generate code for B that reacts correctly to the choice performed by A. (A
more extensive example containing also the code compiled for the receiver is given in Section 3.1.)
Our compiler supports three features to make knowledge of choice flexible. Firstly, our knowledge
of choice check works with arbitrarily-nested conditionals. Secondly, knowledge of choice can be
propagated transitively. Say that a role Amakes a choice that determines that two other roles B and C
should behave differently, and A informs B of the choice through a selection. Now either A or B can in-
form Cwith a selection, because our compiler sees that B now possesses knowledge of choice. Thirdly,
knowledge of choice is required only when necessary: if A makes a choice and another role, say
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<S@X extends T@X> S@B com(S@A m)
«bind» A::A
«bind» B::B
«bind» T@X::T@X
«interface»
BiDataChannel@( A ,B )< T@X, R@Y >
«bind» A::B
«bind» B::A
«<bind» T@X::R@Y
«interface»
SymDataChannel@( A, B )< T@X >
«bind» A::A
«bind» B::B
«bind» T@X::T@X
«bind» R@Y::T@X
<S@X extends Enum@X<S@X>> S@B select(S@A m)
«bind» A::A
«bind» B::B
«interface»
SymSelectChannel@( A, B )
«bind» A::B
«bind» B::A
<S@X extends T@X> S@B com(S@A m)
<S@X extends Enum@X<S@X>> S@B select(S@A m)
«bind» A::A
«bind» B::B
«bind» T@X::T@X
«bind» A::A
«bind» B::B
«interface»
BiChannel@( A, B )< T@X, R@Y >
 «bind» A::A
 «bind» B::B
 «bind» T@X::T@X
«bind» A::B
«bind» B::A
«bind» T@X::R@Y
«bind» A::A
«bind» B::B
«bind» T@X::T@X
«bind» R@Y::R@Y
«interface»
SymChannel@( A, B )< T@X >
«bind» A::A
«bind» B::B
«bind» T@X::T@X
«bind» R@Y::T@X
«bind» A::A
«bind» B::B
«bind» T@X::T@X
«bind» A::A
«bind» B::B
1 2 3 4
«interface»
DiDataChannel@( A, B )< T@X >
«interface»
DiChannel@( A, B )< T@X >
«interface»
DiSelectChannel@( A, B )
<S@X extends Enum@X<S@X>> S@B select(S@A m)
<S@X extends Enum@X<S@X>> S@A select(S@B m)
<S@X extends T@X> S@B com(S@A m)
<S@Y extends R@Y> S@A com(S@B m)
<S@X extends T@X> S@B com(S@A m)
<S@Y extends R@Y> S@A com(S@B m)
<S@X extends Enum@X<S@X>> S@B select(S@A m)
<S@X extends Enum@X<S@X>> S@A select(S@B m)
<S@X extends T@X> S@B com(S@A m)
<S@X extends T@X> S@A com(S@B m)
<S@X extends T@X> S@B com(S@A m)
<S@X extends T@X> S@A com(S@B m)
<S@X extends Enum@X<S@X>> S@B select(S@A m)
<S@X extends Enum@X<S@X>> S@A select(S@B m)
Fig. 3. UML class diagram of the hierarchy of the *Channel interfaces.
B, does not need to know because it performs the same actions (e.g., receiving an integer from A) in
both branches, then no selection is necessary. We explain the technicalities behind this in Section 4.
2.4 The family of Choral channels
Choral types give us a new way to specify requirements on channels that prior work implicity
assumed, leading to the definition of a family of channel interfaces diagrammed in Figure 3.
From the left-most column in Figure 3, at the top, we find DiDataChannel, representing a directed
channel parameterised over T (the type of the data that can be sent). We obtain BiDataChannel, a
bidirectional data channel, by extending DiDataChannel once for each direction: 1 it binds the role
parameters of one extension in the same order given for the role parameters of BiDataChannel,
giving us a direction from A to B and 2 it binds the role parameters of the other extension in the
opposite way, giving us a direction from B to A. The result is that BiDataChannel defines two com
methods: one transmitting from A to B, the other from B to A. The last lines in 1 and 2 in Figure 3
complete the picture: the first generic data type T binds data from A to B, second generic data
type R binds data from B to A. The SymDataChannel in Figure 3, by extending the BiDataChannel
interface and binding the two generic data types T and R with its only generic data type T, defines
a bidirectional data channel that transmits one type of data, regardless its direction.
The right-most vertical hierarchy in Figure 3 represents channels supporting selections and it
follows a structure similar to that of data channels. A DiSelectChannel is a directed selection
channel and a SymSelectChannel is the bidirectional version—there is no BiSelectChannel since
both directions exchange the same enumerated types.
The vertical hierarchy in the middle column of Figure 3 is the combination of the left-most and
right-most columns. Interface DiChannel is a directed channel that supports both generic data
communications and selections. BiChannel is its bidirectional extension (3 and 4 in Figure 3), and
SymChannel is the symmetric extension of BiChannel.
3 USE CASES
We illustrate the expressiveness of Choral with a few more sophisticated use cases. We start with
a protocol for distributed authentication in Section 3.1 and we compose it in a use case from
the healthcare sector that mixes cloud computing, edge computing, and Internet of Things (IoT)
(Section 3.2). For space reasons, we include as an addendum in Section 3.3 a use case on parallel
computing (a distributed implementation of merge sort).
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3.1 Distributed Authentication
We write a choreography for distributed authentication inspired by OpenID [OpenID Foundation
2014], where an IP (“Identity Provider”) authenticates a Client that accesses a third-party Service.
We start by introducing an auxiliary class, AuthResult, that we will use to store the result of
authentication. The idea is that, after performing the authentication protocol, both the Client and
the Server should have an authentication token if the authentication succeeded, or an “empty”
value if it failed. We model this by extending the BiPair class presented in Section 2.
1 public class AuthResult@(A, B)
2 extends BiPair@(A, B)<Optional@A<AuthToken>, Optional@B<AuthToken>> {
3 public AuthResult(AuthToken@A t1, AuthToken@B t2)
4 { super(Optional@A.<AuthToken>of(t1), Optional@B.<AuthToken>of(t2)); }
5 public AuthResult()
6 { super(Optional@A.<AuthToken>empty(), OptionalB.<AuthToken>empty()); } }
Choral Code
The constructors of AuthResult guarantee that either both roles (A and B) have an optional con-
taining a value or both optionals are empty (Optional is the standard Java type). Since AuthResult
extends BiPair, these values are locally available by invoking the left and right methods.
We now present the choreography for distributed authentication, as the DistAuth class below.
1 enum AuthBranch { OK, KO }
2 public class DistAuth@(Client, Service, IP){
3 private TLSChannel@(Client, IP)<Object> ch_Client_IP;
4 private TLSChannel@(Service, IP)<Object> ch_Service_IP;
5 public DistAuth(
6 TLSChannel@(Client, IP)<Object> ch_Client_IP,
7 TLSChannel@(Service, IP)<Object> ch_Service_IP
8 ) { this.ch_Client_IP = ch_Client_IP; this.ch_Service_IP = ch_Service_IP; }
9 private static String@Client calcHash(String@Client salt, String@Client pwd) { /*...*/ }
10
11 public AuthResult@(Client, Service) authenticate(Credentials@Client credentials) {
12 String@Client salt = credentials.username
13 >> ch_Client_IP::<String>com >> ClientRegistry@IP::getSalt >> ch_Client_IP::<String>com;
14 Boolean@IP valid = calcHash(salt, credentials.password)
15 >> ch_Client_IP::<String>com >> ClientRegistry@IP::check;
16 if (valid) {
17 ch_Client_IP.<EnumBoolean>select(AuthBranch@IP.OK);
18 ch_Service_IP.<EnumBoolean>select(AuthBranch@IP.OK);
19 AuthToken@IP t = AuthToken@IP.create();
20 return new AuthResult@(Client, Service)
21 (ch_Client_IP.<AuthToken>com(t), ch_Service_IP.<AuthToken>com(t));
22 } else {
23 ch_Client_IP.<EnumBoolean>select(AuthBranch@IP.KO);
24 ch_Service_IP.<EnumBoolean>select(AuthBranch@IP.KO);
25 return new AuthResult@(Client, Service)();
26 }
27 } }
Choral Code
Class DistAuth is a multiparty protocol parameterised over three roles: Client, Service, and
IP (for Identity Provider). It composes two channels as fields (lines 3–4), which respectively connect
Client to IP and Service to IP—hence, interaction between Client and Service can only
happen if coordinated by IP. The channels are of type TLSChannel, a class for secure channels
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from the Choral standard library that uses TLS for security and the Kryo library [Grotzke 2020] for
marshalling and unmarshalling objects. Class TLSChannel implements interface SymChannel, from
Section 2, so it can be used in both directions. The private method calcHash (omitted) implements
the local code that Client uses to hash its password.
Method authenticate (lines 11–27) is the key piece of DistAuth, which implements the au-
thentication protocol. It consists of three phases. In the first phase, lines 12–13, the Client com-
municates its username to IP, which IP uses to retrieve the corresponding salt in its local database
ClientRegistry; the salt is then sent back to Client. The second phase (lines 14–15) deals with
the resolution of the authentication challenge. Client computes its hash with the received salt and
its locally-stored password, and sends this to IP. IP then checks whether the received hash is valid,
storing this information in its local variable valid. The result of the check is a Boolean stored in
the valid variable located at IP. The first two phases codify some best practices for distributed
authentication and password storage [Grassi et al. 2017]: the identity provider IP never sees the
password of the client, but only its attempts at solving the challenge (the salt), which Client can
produce with private information (here, its password). In the third phase (lines 16–26), IP decides
whether the authentication was successful or not by checking valid. In both cases IP informs the
Client and the Service of its decision, using selections to distinguish between success (repres-
ented by OK) or failure (represented by KO). In the case of success, IP creates a new authentication
token (line 19) and communicates the token to both Client and Service (inner calls to com at line
21). The protocol can now terminate and return a distributed pair (an AuthResult) that stores the
same token at both Client and Service, which they can use later for further interactions (line
21). In case of failure, an authentication result with empty optionals is returned (line 25).
New to choreographic programming, DistAuth is a higher-order choreography: the channels
that it composes are choreographies for secure communication that carry state—the result of the
TLS handshake, which method com of TLSChannel uses internally. Taking this even further, we
could overload method authenticate with a continuation passing style alternative that, instead or
returning a result, takes as parameters choreographic continuations (objects that involve Client
and Service) to be called respectively in case of success (line 20) or failure (line 25).
Compilation. We now discuss key parts of the compilation of DistAuth for role Client, i.e., the
Java library that clients can use to authenticate to an identity provider and access a service.
1 public class DistAuth_Client {
2 private TLSChannel_A<Object> ch_Client_IP;
3 public DistAuth_Client(TLSChannel_A <Object> ch_Client_IP)
4 { this.ch_Client_IP = ch_Client_IP; }
5 private String calcHash( String salt, String pwd ) { /*...*/ }
6
7 public AuthResult_A authenticate(Credentials credentials) {
8 String salt = ch_Client_IP.<String>com(ch_Client_IP.<String>com(credentials.username));
9 ch_Client_IP.<String>com(calcHash(salt, credentials.password));
10 switch(ch_Client_IP.<AuthBranch>select(Unit.id))
11 { case OK ->
12 { return new AuthResult_A( ch_Client_IP.<AuthToken>com(Unit.id), Unit.id); }
13 case KO -> { return new AuthResult_A(); }
14 default -> { throw new RuntimeException( /*...*/ ); } }
15 } }
Generated Code
The field, constructor, and static method at lines 2–4 are straightforward projections of the
source class for role Client—fields and parameters pertaining only other roles disappeared. The
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interesting code is at lines 7–15, which defines the local behaviour of Client in the authentication
protocol. Note that forward chainings (>>) become plain nested calls in Java (lines 8 and 9). In
line 8, the client sends its username to the identity provider and receives back the salt. Recall
from Section 2 that the innermost invocation of method com returns a Unit, since the client acts
as sender here. Once the username is sent, the innermost com returns and we run the outermost
invocation of com, which received the salt through the channel with the identity provider. Line 9
sends the computed hash to the identity provider.
Line 10 exemplifies how our compiler implements knowledge of choice for roles that need to react
to decisions made by other roles. The client receives an enumerated value of type AuthBranch,
which can be either OK or KO, through the channel with the identity provider. Then, a switch
statement matches the received value to decide whether (case OK) we shall receive an authentication
token from the identity provider and store it as an AuthResult_A or (case KO) authentication failed.
3.2 A use case from healthcare: handling streams of sensitive vitals data
In this use case, we exemplify how developers can compose locally the libraries generated by
independent choreographies, using a healthcare use case inspired by previous works on edge
computing and pseudonimisation [Giallorenzo et al. 2019; Swaroop et al. 2019].
Suppose that a “healthcare service” in a hospital needs to gather sensitive data about vital signs
(we call them vitals) from some IoT devices (e.g., smartwatches, heart monitors), and then upload
them to the cloud for storage. This is a typical scenario that requires integration of libraries for
participating in choreographies at the local level. We shall carry out the following two steps.
(1) Define a new choreography class, called VitalsStreaming, that prescribes how data should
be streamed from an IoT Device monitoring the vitals of a patient to a data Gatherer;
this choreography will enforce that the Gatherer processes only data that is (a) correctly
cryptographically signed by the device and (b) pseudonymised.
(2) Implement the healthcare service a local Java class, called HealthCareService, that com-
bines the Java library compiled from VitalsStreaming to gather data from the IoT devices
with the Java library compiled from our previous DistAuth example to authenticate with
the cloud storage service through a third-party service (this could be, e.g., a national authen-
tication system) and upload the data.
Vitals choreography. VitalsStreaming implements the choreography for streaming vitals.
1 public enum StreamState@R { ON, OFF }
2 public class VitalsStreaming@(Device, Gatherer) {
3 private SymChannel@(Device, Gatherer)<Object> ch; private Sensor@Device sensor;
4 public VitalsStreaming(SymChannel@(Device, Gatherer)<Object> ch, Sensor@Device sensor)
5 { this.ch = ch; this.sensor = sensor; }
6 private static Vitals@Gatherer pseudonymise(Vitals@Gatherer vitals) { /*...*/ }
7 private static Boolean@Gatherer checkSignature(Signature@Gatherer signature) { /*...*/ }
8
9 public void gather(Consumer@Gatherer<Vitals> consumer) {
10 if (sensor.isOn()) {
11 ch.<StreamState>select(StreamState@Device.ON);
12 VitalsMsg@Gatherer msg = sensor.next() >> ch::<Vitals>com;
13 if (checkSignature(msg.signature()))
14 { msg.content() >> this::pseudonymise >> consumer::accept; }
15 gather(consumer);
16 } else { ch.<StreamState>select(StreamState@Device.OFF); }
Choral Code
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17 } } Choral Code
In lines 3–5, class VitalsStreaming composes a channel between the Device and the Gatherer
and a Sensor object located at the Device (for obtaining the local vital readings). Line 6 defines a
method that pseudonymises personal data in Vitals at the Gatherer. Likewise, line 7 is a method
that the Gatherer uses to check that a message signature is valid. (We omit the bodies of these
two static methods, which are standard local methods.) The interesting part of this class is method
gather (lines 9–17). The Device checks whether its sensor is on (line 10) and informs the Gatherer
of the result with appropriate selections for knowlegde of choice (lines 11 and 16). If the sensor
is on, then Device sends its next available reading to Gatherer (line 12). Gatherer now checks
that the message is signed correctly (line 13); if so, it pseudonymises the content of the message
and then hands it off to a local consumer function. Notice that Gatherer does not need to inform
Device of its local choice, since it does not affect the code that Device needs to run. We then
recursively invoke gather to process the next reading.
Local code of the healthcare service. The local implementation of the healthcare service acts as
Gatherer in the VitalsStreaming choreography (to gather the data) and as the Client in the
DistAuth choreography (to authenticate with the cloud storage). So we compose the compiled
Java classes VitalsStreaming_Gatherer and DistAuth_Client, respectively.
1 public class HealthCareService {
2 public static void main() {
3 TLSChannel_A toIP = HealthIdentityProvider.connect();
4 TLSChannel_A toStorage = HealthDataStorage.connect();
5 AuthResult_A authResult = new DistAuth_Client(toIP).authenticate(getCredentials());
6 authResult.left().ifPresent( token -> {
7 DeviceRegistry
8 .parallelStream()
9 .map(Device::connect)
10 .map(VitalsStreaming_Gatherer::new)
11 .forEach(vs -> vs.gather(data -> toStorage.com(new StorageMesg(token, data))));
12 } );
13 }
14 private static Credentials getCredentials() { /* ... */ } }
Local Code
The main method above idiomatically combines Java standard libraries with those generated
by our compiler. In lines 3 and 4, we use auxiliary methods to connect to the identity provider
(which implements IP in DistAuth) and the data storage service (which implements Service
in DistAuth)—these services are provided by third parties, e.g., the national health system and
some cloud provider. In line 5, we run distributed authentication as the Client. In line 6, we
check if we succesfully received an authentication token by inspecting the optional result. If so,
in lines 7–10, we: obtain a parallel stream of Device objects from a local registry (lines 9–10);
connect to each device in parallel, mapping devices to channels (line 9); and, in line 10, use each
channel in a respective new instance of VitalsStreaming_Gatherer (the code compiled for
Gatherer from VitalsStreaming). Finally, in line 11, we call the gathermethod to engage in the
VitalsStreaming choreography with each device, passing a consumer function that sends the
received data to the cloud storage service (including the authentication token).
Notice that we do not need to worry about pseudonymisation nor signature checking in the
local code, since all these details are dealt with by the code compiled from VitalsStreaming.
3.3 Mergesort
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Fig. 4. Sequence diagram of interactions in the three-
way distributed merge sort .
The last use case that we present is a three-
way concurrent implementation of merge sort
[Knuth 1998], which exemplifies the design of
parallel algorithms in Choral. Our implement-
ation leverages role parameterisation such that
participants collaboratively switch the roles
that they play at runtime.
We represent the three concurrent parties as
the roles A, B, and C. The idea is to follow the
steps of standard merge sort, with A acting as
“master” and the other as slaves. Specifically, A
divides the unsorted list into two sublists and
then communicates them to B and C, respect-
ively. We then recursively invoke merge sort
on each sublist, but with switched roles: in one
call, B becomes the master that uses A and C as
slaves; in the other call, C is the master using A
and B as slaves. B and C then return their sorted
sublists to A, which can merge them as usual.
The sequence diagram in Figure 4 represents the execution of our choreography by three
endpoint nodes for an input list [15, 3, 14]. We use numbered subscripts to denote the round that
each interaction belongs to. Node1 starts by playing role A and holds the initial list, while the other
two nodes initially play the slave roles. In the first round, Node1 asks Node2 and Node3 to sort the
sublists obtained from the initial list. This starts a recursive call (second round) where Node2 is
the master and the others are slaves that help it to sort its sublist. Node2 now splits its sublist into
smaller lists and asks the other two nodes to sort them (sort2). When this round is completed, each
node contains a sorted sublist, and we can get up the recursion stack to the nodes playing their
original roles, where now A collects the results from the others (B and C coordinate to decide who
communicates first).
The logic that we have just described is implemented by the following Mergesort class.
1 public class Mergesort@(A, B, C){
2 SymChannel@(A, B)<Object> ch_AB; SymChannel@(B, C)<Object> ch_BC;
3 SymChannel@(C, A)<Object> ch_CA;
4 public Mergesort(
5 SymChannel@(A, B)<Object> ch_AB, SymChannel@(B, C)<Object> ch_BC,
6 SymChannel@(C, A)<Object> ch_CA
7 ) { this.ch_AB = ch_AB; this.ch_BC = ch_BC; this.ch_CA = ch_CA; }
8
9 public List@A<Integer> sort(List@A<Integer> a){
10 if (a.size()> 1@A) {
11 ch_AB.<Choice>select(Choice@A.L); ch_CA.<Choice>select(Choice@A.L);
12 Mergesort@(B, C, A) mb = new Mergesort@(B, C, A)(ch_BC, ch_CA, ch_AB);
13 Mergesort@(C, A, B) mc = new Mergesort@(C, A, B)(ch_CA, ch_AB, ch_BC);
14 Double@A pivot = a.size() / 2@A >> Math@A::floor>> Double@A::valueOf;
15 List@B<Integer> lhs = a.subList(0@A, pivot.intValue())
16 >> ch_AB::<List<Integer>>com >> mb::sort;
17 List@C<Integer> rhs = a.subList(pivot.intValue(), a.size())
18 >> ch_CA::<List<Integer>>com >> mc::sort;
Choral Code
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19 return merge(lhs, rhs);
20 } else {
21 ch_AB.<Choice>select(Choice@A.R); ch_CA.<Choice>select(Choice@A.R);
22 return a;
23 }
24 }
25 private List@A<Integer> merge(List@B<Integer> lhs, List@C<Integer> rhs) { /* ... */ }
26 }
Choral Code
The sorting algorithm is implemented by the sortmethod, which uses the private mergemethod
(omitted) to recursively handle the point-wise merging of ordered lists. For lists of size greater
than 1, the algorithm creates two new Mergesort objects by instantiating roles such that they get
switched as we discussed (lines 12–13), splits the list at the master, communicates the resulting
sublists to the slaves (lines 16 and 18), recursively invokes merge sort with the switched roles (still
lines 16 and 18), and finally merges the results (line 19).
The remaining code resembles (the choreography of) typical parallel merge sort implementations.
A key benefit of Choral for parallel programming is that the compiled code is deadlock-free by
construction, as usual for choreographic programming [Carbone and Montesi 2013].
4 IMPLEMENTATION
We discuss the main elements of the implementation of Choral. First, we show its syntax and com-
ment on the main differences with Java’s. Then, we present the Choral type checker, including ex-
amples of the main errors related to roles that it detects and related error messages, and an overview
of the type system we implemented. Finally, we describe the key components of the Choral compiler.
4.1 Language
Syntax. Figure 5 displays the grammar of Choral; dashed underlines denote optional terms and
solid overlines denote sequences of terms of the same sort. We omit syntax for packages and
imports, which is as in Java. The key syntactic novelties are underlined; they consist of i) syntax for
declaring and instantiating role parameters and ii) the forward chaining operator >> (cf. Section 2).
Role parameters have a separate namespace, and always appear in expressions like @(A1,...,A
n) that follow the name of a class, interface, enum, or type parameter e.g. DiChannel@(A,B). Also,
they are introduced only by the declaration of a type (e.g. class Foo@(A,B)) or a type parameter
(e.g. <T@(A,B) extends Foo@(A,B) & Bar@(B,A)>) . Their scope is limited to the defining type,
akin to type parameters in Java. The snippet below contains an example of shadowing of role
parameters; for each use of A, we show its binding site with an arrow.
interface Foo@(A,B) extends Bar@(A,B) { <T@(A,B) extends Foo@(A,B) & Bar@(B,A)> T@(A,B) m();}
Type checker. The Choral type checker covers all common Java type errors (illegal type conversions,
access to type members, etc.), as exemplified below.
Integer@A x = "foo"@A; // matching role, apply the same rules as Java
------------^
Incompatible types: expecting 'Integer@A' found 'String@A'.
Compiler error
When two or more roles are involved, programmers can make new errors that are pertinent to
Choral. One type of such errors is that data types have incompatible roles.
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Literals lit F null@(A) true@A false@A "a"@A . . . 1@A . . .
Program P F P ·Interface P ·Class P ·Enum P ·EOF
Enum Enum F AN ·MD·enum·id@A{id}
Interface Interface F AN ·MD·interface·id@(A)⟨FTP⟩ extends·TE,·TE{MDef ;}
Annotation AN F @id(id = lit)
Modifiers MD F public protected private abstract final static
Formal
Type Param. FTP F id@(A)·extends·TE·&·TE
Type Expr. TE F id ⟨TE⟩ id@(A)⟨TE⟩ void
Method Def. MDef F AN ·MD·⟨FTP⟩·TE·id·(TE·id)
Class Class F AN ·MD·class·id@(A)⟨FTP⟩ extends·TE·implements·TE,·TE
{CField CConst MDef ; MDef {Stm}}
Class Field. CField F AN ·MD·TE·TE·id;
Class Con. CConst F AN ·MD·⟨FTP⟩·TE·id(TE·id){Stm}
Statement Stm F nil return·Exp; Exp;Stm TE·id = Exp;Stm
Exp·AsgOp·Exp; Stm if(Exp){Stm}else{Stm} Stm
{Stm} Stm try{Stm}catch(TE·id){Stm} Stm
switch·(Exp)·{case·SwArg->{Stm} default->{Stm}} Stm
Switch Arg. SwArg F id lit
Expression Exp F lit FAcc Exp·BinOp·Exp Exp.Exp ⟨TE⟩id(Exp)
new·⟨TE⟩id@(A)⟨TE⟩(Exp) id@(A).⟨TE⟩id(Exp) Exp·>>·EChain
Field Acc. FAcc F id id@(A).id
Exp. Chain EChain F FAcc.id::id id@(A)⟨TE⟩::new
Assign Op. AsgOp ∈ {=, +=, -=, *=, /=, &!=, |!=, %!=}
Binary Op. BinOp ∈ {||, &&, |, &, ==, !=, <, >, <=, >=, +, -, *, /, %}
Fig. 5. Syntax of the Choral language.
void m (SymChannel@(A,B)<T> x) {
DiChannel@(A,B)<T> y = x; // ok, SymChannel@(A,B)<T> extends DiChannel@(B,A)<T>
SymChannel@(B,A)<T> z = x; // not ok, mismatching roles
------------------------^
Incompatible types: expecting 'SymChannel@(B,A)<T>' found 'SymChannel@(A,B)<T>'.
Compiler error
Cyclic inheritance is not allowed and the type checker does not discriminate over role parameters.
As an example, consider the SymChannel interface; given its symmetric nature, one might try to
force this equality by having SymChannel@(A,B) to subtype SymChannel@(B,A).
interface SymChannel@(A,B)<T@X> extends SymChannel@(B,A)<T> { /* ... */ }
----------------------------------------^
Cyclic inheritance: 'SymChannel' cannot extend 'SymChannel'.
Compiler error
However, allowing declarations like the one above in Choral would result in cyclic inheritance
errors in Java, as exemplified by the (manual) projection below.
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interface SymChannel_A<T> extends SymChannel_B<T> { /* ... */ } // Projection for A
interface SymChannel_B<T> extends SymChannel_A<T> { /* ... */ } // Projection for B
In many of the examples discussed so far, role parameters can be thought of as Java generics.
Although this is a working approximation, some care is necessary in handling type instantiation
due to some substantial differences between role parameters and type parameters: i) role parameters
are never aliased and ii) subtypes cannot introduce or lose roles compared to their supertypes.
Role aliasing occurs by passing the same role as an argument to distinct formal role parameters.
abstract void m(DiChannel@(A,A)<String> channel);
-----------------------------^
Illegal type instantiation: role 'A' must play exactly one role in 'DiChannel'.
Compiler error
Forbidding role aliasing is an established restriction in choreographic programming since it intro-
duces self-communication, which would potentially break deadlock-freedom and the capability to
produce separate code for each role (unless roles are provably not-aliased).
Restricting subtyping to require the same set of roles provides a substitution principle that elicits
all roles involved in a choreography. In some cases, “hidden roles” in choreographies might be
useful, e.g., to add external auditing or data replication as an extension of an existing choreography.
interface AuditedDiChannel@(A,B,Auditor)<T@X> extends DiChannel@(A,B)<T> { /* ... */ }
interface ReplicatedList@(A,Replica)<T@X> extends List@A<T> { /* ... */ }
Alas, this introduces security concerns (channels may have hidden bystanders) or complex com-
munication semantics (what is the meaning of sending a ReplicatedList@(A,B) over a channel
expecting a List@A?). These are general open problems for choreographies, left to future work.
Finally, the Choral type checker refines overload equivalence: it can discriminate overloaded
methods by considering roles (e.g., m(Char@B x) and m(Char@A x) below). It also predicts potential
clashes in the compiled Java code. Consider the following snippet and error message.
class Foo@(A,B) {
void m(Char@B x) { /* ... */ } // ok: void m() at A and void m(Char x) at B
void m(Char@A x) { /* ... */ } // ok: void m(Char x) at A and void m() at B
void m(Long@A x) { /* ... */ } // not ok: void m(Long x) at A and void m() at B
-------^
Illegal overload: 'm(Long@A x)' and 'm(Char@A x)' have the same signature for role 'B'.
Compiler error
The last two signatures are distinguishable in Choral, since each method has different parameter
types. However, this information is only available to role A, while the projection of both signatures
at role B coincide. This is an instance of knowledge of choice but, differently from conditionals, it
cannot be addressed locally (within the class/interface) because extending classes may introduce
new branches and new points of choice by overriding and overloading, as in the example below.
class Bar@(A,B) extends Foo@(A,B) { void m(Integer@A x) { /* ... */ } }
Kinds and Types. Choral types can be intuitively thought of as “data types with role parameters”, and
role parameters as a special kind of generic type parameters subject to additional usage restrictions—
which we discussed discussed above. This points to a formalisation of roles as types for a new
dedicated kind, written @. Under this interpretation, the declaration
class Integer@A extends Number@A implements Comparable@A<Integer> { /* ... */ }
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defines Integer as a higher-kinded type constructor with parameter A of kind @. Applying Integer
to role B yields the fully constructed type denoted by Integer@B. Fully constructed types inhabit the
kind *. Following Moors et al. [2008] and Odersky et al. [2016], we refine * into subkinds by specify-
ing an upper bound for their inhabitants and sacrifice the independence of kinds from types to sim-
plify the handling of type parameters in generics. Kinds and types are given by the grammar below.
Kind F @ Kind of roles
| *(Type) Kind of fully constructed subtypes of Type
| [X :: Kind] => Kind Kind of type constructors, X binds in Kind
Type F X Type variable
| Symbol Type symbol, introduced by declarations of classes etc.
| [X :: Kind] -> Type Type abstraction, binds X in Kind and Type
| Type[Type] Type concretion
| &(Type, . . . , Type) Intersection type
| (Type) -> Type Function type
To ensure that type concretion respects kinds, we introduce a kinding system. A kinding judge-
ment has the form Θ ⊢ Type :: Kind, which reads “type Type has kind Kind in Θ”, where Θ is
a finite mapping from type variables and symbols to kinds, written X :: Kind, called kinding
environment. Type abstraction and concretion are kinded by the following kinding rules.
Θ,X :: Kind’ ⊢ Type :: Kind
Θ ⊢ [X] -> Type :: [X :: Kind’] => Kind abs
Θ ⊢ Type :: [X :: Kind’] => Kind Θ,X :: Kind’ ⊢ Type’ :: Kind’
Θ ⊢ Type[Type’] :: Kind app
and are simplified by the reduction rule
([X] -> Type)[Type’] −→ Type{Type’/X }
where {Type’/X } denotes substitution of X with Type’.
Typing. Let ∆ be a finite mapping from names of classes, interfaces, and parameters to type
symbols and type variables. The type ❲TE❳∆ denoted by TE in ∆ is recursively defined as follows.❲
id@(A)<TE>
❳
∆
≜ ❲id❳∆ [❲A❳∆][❲TE❳∆] ❲id<TE>❳∆ ≜ ❲id❳∆ [❲TE❳∆] ❲id❳∆ ≜ ∆(id)
A Choral type expression is well-formed in ∆ and Θ whenever it denotes a type in ∆ and this
type is well-kinded in Θ, i.e. whenever Θ ⊢ ❲TE❳∆ :: Kind for some kind Kind.
We use a bidirectional type system [Dunfield and Krishnaswami 2019; Pierce and Turner 2000] for
statements and expressions. A type synthesis judgement has form ∆, Γ ⊢⇑ Term : Type, read “Term
synthesises type Type in ∆ and Γ”, where Γ is a finite mapping from variable and parameter names
to (fully instantiated) types—for conciseness, we omit the kinding environment Θ and assume all
types are well-kinded. A type checking judgement has form ∆, Γ ⊢⇓ Term : Type, read “Term has
type Type in ∆ and Γ”. We present some representative derivation rules for these judgements.
Statements are checked against the expected return type to ensure that all exit points provide
the correct type. For constructors and methods without explicit return statements the blank term
nil constitutes an implicit return of any required type.
∆; Γ ⊢⇓ nil : Type nil
∆; Γ ⊢⇓ Exp : Type
∆; Γ ⊢⇓ return Exp; : Type ret
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Any other statement has a continuation and rules for checking their type check that the continuation
is of the expected type as shown by the rule for assignments below.
∆; Γ ⊢⇑ Exp : Type’ ∆; Γ ⊢⇓ Exp′ : Type’ ∆; Γ ⊢⇓ Stm : Type
∆; Γ ⊢⇓ Exp AsgOp Exp′; Stm : Type asgop
Observe that Type is provided by the derivation context and Type’ is inferred. No rule requires
any “guessing” of types: they are either inferred or provided by the derivation context. For example,
the rule below checks an expression against a type if it is possible to synthesise any of its subtypes.
∆; Γ ⊢⇑ Exp : Type’ Type’ <: Type
∆; Γ ⊢⇓ Exp : Type <:
This is the only rule without an associated term, but the change of direction guarantees against
repeated applications in derivations. It is also the only one where the subtyping relation <: appears.
Rule minv is for synthesising the type of method invocations in chained expressions.
∆, Γ ⊢⇓ Exp : S ∆, Γ ⊢⇑ Exp : T mostSpecificMethod(S, m, ❲TE❳∆,T ) = U
∆, Γ ⊢⇑ Exp.<TE>m(Exp′) : U
minv
The auxiliary function mostSpecificMethod yields the return type of the most specific method in S
for the given name, actual type parameter, and types of arguments.
A judgment ∆ ⊢ Term : Ok in S states that the Term is a correct implementation of a member of
type S. Rule m-ok below is for checking the correct implementation of a method. The predicate
mtype(S, m, T) holds whenever T is one of the types declared in type S for method m.❲
TEarg
❳
∆′ = Targ ❲TEret❳∆′ = Tret ∆′; this : S, arg : Targ ⊢⇓ Body : Tret
∆′ = ∆, T : XT mtype(S, m, [XT :: [XA :: @] => *(❲TET❳∆′,A : XA )] -> (Targ) -> Tret)
∆ ⊢ <T@(A) extends TET> TEret m(TEarg arg) Body : Ok in S
m-ok
4.2 Compiler
Our compiler consists of a pipeline of three stages: parsing, type checking, and projection. Parsing
is unsurprising, so we do not describe it here. Type checking operates as we have just discussed.
Projection is the component that, givenwell-typed Choral code, produces a choreography-compliant
Java library for each role.
We discuss the most important parts of projection, reporting its full formalisation in Appendix A.
The projection of a Choral class, interface, or enum generates a corresponding Java term for
each role parameter. If there are two or more roles, each Java artefact name is suffixed with the role
that it implements, e.g. the Java class compiled from class Foo(A,B) for role A is called Foo_A. If
the Choral class has exactly one role, then we use the same name, e.g. class Integer@A becomes
class Integer. (This erases friction for the integration of Java types within Choral.)
Formally, projection is a (partial) function that, given a Choral term Term and the role A that we
wish to generate the Java implementation of, returns a Java term, written LTermMA. The projectionLTEMA of a type expression TE at a role A is recursively defined below—we use the auxiliary function
roleName(id, i) to retrieve the name of the i-th role parameter from the definition of id .
Lid@(B)<TE>MA = 
id<LTEMA> if B = A
id_A′<LTEMA> if A is the i-th element of B and roleName(id, i) = A′
Unit otherwise
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The projection LExpMA of an expression Exp at role A is defined following a similar intuition: it is
a recursive stripping of role information as long as A occurs in the type of Exp or any of its subterms
(written A ∈ rolesOf(Exp)), otherwise it is the only instance of the singleton Unit (stored in its
static field id), as illustrated by the cases of static field access and constructor invocation below.
Lid@(B).f MA = {Lid@(B)MA.f if A ∈ rolesOf(f )
Unit.id otherwise
Lnew·⟨TE⟩id@(B)⟨TE⟩(Exp)MA = {new·⟨LTEMA⟩Lid@(B)⟨TE⟩MA(LExpMA) if A ∈ B
Unit.id(LExpMA) otherwise
The projection LStmMA of a statement Stm at A is defined following the above intuition, save for
the cases of conditionals and selections, which require care to address knowledge of choice (cf.
Section 2.3). Specifically, the rule for projecting if statements: for the role evaluating the guard
(read from its type), it preserves the conditional; for all other roles, the if disappears and it is
replaced by the projection of the guard (since it might have side-effects) followed by the merging ⊔
of the projections of the bodies of the two branches and the projection of the continuation Stm.
Lif(Exp){Stm1}else{Stm2}MAStm = {if(LExpMA){LStm1MA}else{LStm2MA}LStmMA if Exp : boolean@ALExpMA; {LStm1MA ⊔ LStm2MA} LStmMA otherwise
The merge operator Stm⊔ Stm′ is a partial operator that tries to combine branching code [Carbone
et al. 2012], which we adapt to Java for the first time. Essentially, given two Java terms, merging
recursively requires them to be equivalent unless they are switch statements. Appendix A contains
the full definition of merging. Here we report its most interesting case: merging switch statements.
©­­­­­­­«
switch·(Exp){
case·SwArga ·->·Stma ·
· · · ·
case·SwArgx->Stmx ·
case·SwArgy ·->·Stmy
}Stm
ª®®®®®®®¬
⊔
©­­­­­­­«
switch·(Exp′){
case·SwArga ·->·Stm′a ·
· · · ·
case·SwArgx ·->·Stm′x ·
case·SwArgz : Stmz
}Stm′
ª®®®®®®®¬
=
©­­­­­­­«
switch·(Exp ⊔ Exp′){
case·SwArga ·->·(Stma ⊔ Stm′a)·
· · · ·
case·SwArgx ·->·(Stmx ⊔ Stm′x )·
SwArgy ·->·Stmy ·SwArgz ·->·Stmz
}Stm ⊔ Stm′
ª®®®®®®®¬
Above, the merging of two switch statements is a switch whose guard is the merging of the
original guards (Exp ⊔ Exp′). Its cases consist of: for each case present in both the input switches
(SwArga , · · · , SwArgx ), we get a case in the result whose body merges the respective bodies of the
original cases; all cases that are not shared, which are simply put in the result as they are (the
lists of cases case·SwArgy ·->·Stmy from the first and case·SwArgz : Stmz from the second). An
example of the result of merging was presented for DistAuth_Client in Section 3.1, where the
cases for OK and KO are combined from the respective projections for Client of the two branches
in the source choreographic conditional evaluated by IP.
The rule for selections applies to statements of the form Exp;·Stm if Exp calls (possibly in
a chain call) a method annotated with @SelectionMethod. (Our type checker checks that these
annotations are used only for methods that take enumerated types as parameters, cf. Section 2.3.) For
compactness, let S = Exp.⟨TE⟩id1(id2@A′.id3) where @SelectionMethod ∈ annotations(id1).
LS;StmMA = 
switch(LSMA) { case·id3->{LStmMA}
default·->{throw new ...}
}
if S : Enum<T>@A for some T
LSMA; LStmMA otherwise
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For the recipient of the selection (first case), the statement becomes a switch on the projection of
the Expression that will receive the selection, while the projection of the continuation Stm becomes
the body of the corresponding case in the argument. The projection for the other roles (second
case) is standard, projecting the Expression followed by the projection of the continuation Stm.
Our implementation of merging is smart enough to deal with some “uneffectful” usages of Unit.
For instance, consider the merging below (right) that is required to project for role B.
if(Boolean.True@A){System@A.out.println("true"@A)} ⇒ Unit.id(Unit.id) ⊔ nil
This is enabled by a unit-normalising operator, given in Appendix A.
5 TESTING
Testing implementations of choreographies is hard, since the distributed programs of all participants
need to be integrated (integration testing). We introduce ChoralUnit, a testing tool that enables the
writing of integration tests as simple unit tests for choreographic classes.
Following standard practice in object-oriented languages and inspired by JUnit, tests in Chor-
alUnit are defined as methods marked with a Test annotation [Gamma and Beck 2006; Hamill 2004].
For example, we can define the following unit test for the VitalsStreaming class from Section 3.2.
1 public class VitalsStreamingTest@(Device, Gatherer) {
2 @Test
3 public static void test1(){
4 SymChannel@(Device, Gatherer)<Object> ch =
5 TestUtils@(Device, Gatherer).newLocalChannel("VST_channel1"@[Device, Gatherer]);
6 new VitalsStreaming@(Device, Gatherer)(ch, new FakeSensor@Device())
7 .gather(new PseudoChecker@Gatherer()); } }
8 class PseudoChecker@R implements Consumer@R<Vitals> {
9 public void accept(Vitals@R vitals)
10 { Assert@R.assertTrue("bad pseudonymisation"@R, isPseudonymised(vitals)); }
11 private static Boolean isPseudonymised(Vitals vitals) { /* ... */ } }
12 class FakeSensor@R implements Sensor@R { /* ... */ }
Choral Code
The test method test1 checks that data is pseudonymised correctly by VitalsStreaming. Test
methods must be annotated with @Test, be static, have no parameters, and return no values.
In lines 4–5, we create a channel between the Device and the Gatherer by invoking the
TestUtils.newLocalChannel method, which is provided by ChoralUnit as a library to simplify
the creation of channels for testing purposes. This method returns an in-memory channel, which
both Device and Gathererwill find by looking it up in a sharedmap under the key "VST_channel1
". Thus, it is important that both roles will have the same key in their compiled code, which is
guaranteed here by the fact that the expression "VST_channel1"@[Device,Gatherer] is actually
syntax sugar for "VST_channel1"@Device, "VST_channel1"@Gatherer.
In line 6, we create an instance of VitalsStreaming (the choreography we want to test). We use
a FakeSensor object to simulate a sensor that sends some data containing sensitive information
(omitted). We then invoke the gather method, passing an implementation of a consumer that
checks whether the data received by the Gatherer has been pseudonymised correctly.
Given a class like VitalsStreamingTest, ChoralUnit will compile it by invoking our compiler
with a special flag (-annotate). This makes the compiler annotate each generated Java class with
a @Choreography annotation that contains the name of its source Choral class and the role that
the Java class implements. Once compilation is finished, the ChoralUnit tool can be invoked to
run the tests in the VitalsStreamingTest class. This happens in three steps: (1) ChoralUnit finds
all Java classes annotated with a @Choreography annotation whose name value corresponds to
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1 public static Long multiply(Long n1, Long n2) {
2 if (n1 < 10 || n2 < 10) {
3 return n1 * n2;
4 } else {
5 Double m = Math.max(Math.log10(n1), Math.log10(n2)) + 1;
6 Integer m2 = Double.valueOf(m / 2).intValue();
7 Integer splitter = Double.valueOf(Math.pow(10, m2)).intValue();
8 Long h1 = n1 / splitter; Long l1 = n1 % splitter;
9 Long h2 = n2 / splitter; Long l2 = n2 % splitter;
10 Long z0 = Karatsuba.multiply(l1, l2);
11 Long z2 = Karatsuba.multiply(h1, h2);
12 Long z1 = Karatsuba.multiply(l1 + h1, l2 + h2) - z2 - z0;
13 return z2 * splitter * splitter + z1 * splitter + z0;
14 }
15 }
1
1 public static Long@A multiply (Long@A n￿, Long@A n￿,
2 SymChannel@(A, B)￿Long￿ ch_AB,
3 SymChannel@(B, C)￿Long￿ ch_BC,
4 SymChannel@(C, A)￿Long￿ ch_CA) {
5 if (n￿ ￿ ￿￿@A || n￿ ￿ ￿￿@A) {
6 ch_AB.￿Choice￿select(Choice@A.DONE); ch_CA.￿Choice￿select(Choice@A.DONE);
7 return n￿ * n￿;
8 } else {
9 ch_AB.￿Choice￿select(Choice@A.REC); ch_CA.￿Choice￿select(Choice@A.REC);
10 Double@A m ￿ Math@A.max(Math@A.log￿￿(n￿), Math@A.log￿￿(n￿)) ￿ ￿@A;
11 Integer@A m￿ ￿ Double@A.valueOf(m / ￿@A).intValue();
12 Integer@A splitter ￿ Double@A.valueOf(Math@A.pow(￿￿@A, m￿)).intValue();
13 Long@A h￿ ￿ n￿ / splitter; Long@A l￿ ￿ n￿ ￿ splitter;
14 Long@A h￿ ￿ n￿ / splitter; Long@A l￿ ￿ n￿ ￿ splitter;
15 Long@A z￿ ￿ Karatsuba@(B, C, A)
16 .multiply(ch_AB.￿Long￿com(l￿), ch_AB.￿Long￿com(l￿), ch_BC, ch_CA, ch_AB)
17 ￿￿ ch_AB::￿Long￿com;
18 Long@A z￿ ￿ Karatsuba@(C, A, B)
19 .multiply(ch_CA.￿Long￿com(h￿), ch_CA.￿Long￿com(h￿), ch_CA, ch_AB, ch_BC)
20 ￿￿ ch_CA::￿Long￿com;
21 Long@A z￿ ￿ Karatsuba@(A, B, C)
22 .multiply(l￿ ￿ h￿, l￿ ￿ h￿, ch_AB, ch_BC, ch_CA) - z￿ - z￿;
23 return z￿ * splitter * splitter ￿ z￿ * splitter ￿ z￿;
24 }
25 }
1
Fig. 6. Karatsuba algorithm. Left: Java (sequential). Right: Choral (choreographic).
VitalsStreamingTest. (2) Each discovered class has a method with the same name for each
method in the source Choral test class (test1 in our example). For each such method that is
annotated with @Test, ChoralUnit starts a thread running the local implementation of the method
by each class generated from the Choral source. (3) The previous step is repeated for all test methods.
In our example, VitalsStreamingTest is compiled to a class for Device and another for
Gatherer, each with a test1 method. Thus, ChoralUnit starts two threads, one running test1 of
the first generated Java class and the other running test1 of the second generated Java class.
6 FROM JAVA TO CHORAL, AND BACK
In this section, we illustrate how programmers can use Choral to transition existing sequential Java
code to a concurrent version. Then, we provide a quantitative evaluation of how Choral impacts
software development in terms of codebase size and compilation speed.
From Java to Choral. We illustrate how sequential Java code can be transformed into concurrent
Choral codewith an implementation of the algorithm for fast multiplication by Karatsuba andOfman
[1962], displayed in Figure 6 (left side). A possible distributed implementation in Choral is displayed
on the right side of Figure 6. The differences are highlighted in yellow. The Choral implementation
has three roles (A, B, and C), which distribute among themselves the three sub-calculations of the
algorithm. The Choral implementation extends the original Java code with distribution information:
we must specify where data is located (e.g., Long@A), the necessary communication channels (the
three SymChannel parameters), add selections to ensure knowledge of choice (we omit the trivial
declaration of the enum used in the selections), and add appropriate data transmissions. The Choral
compiler assists the developer in writing these additions: given the Java code on the as input, the
Choral compiler asks for all the aforementioned information.
Microbenchmarks. We now look at how Choral impacts software developments in more quantit-
ative ways, in addition to the key benefit of choreography compliance. Specifically, we evaluate the
performance of Choral’s compiler with microbenchmarks on 10 Choral programs. The results are
shown in Table 1, which for each program reports (left to right): lines of code, number of roles,
number of conditionals (if and switch blocks), lines of code of the compiled Java code (total for all
roles), number of milliseconds to perform projection (Section 4.2). All code is well indented and the
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Program Choral (LOC) # Roles # Conditionals Java (LOC) Size Increase (%) Projection (ms)
HelloRoles 8 2 0 12 50% 0.398
ConsumeItems 11 2 1 35 218% 0.222
BuyerSellerShipper 35 3 2 126 260% 1.619
DistAuth 47 3 1 115 145% 1.053
VitalsStreaming 38 2 1 71 87% 0.379
MergeSort 62 3 4 231 273% 1.832
QuickSort 63 3 3 199 216% 2.490
Karatsuba 26 3 1 85 227% 1.388
DistAuth5 57 5 1 197 246% 1.417
DistAuth10 82 10 1 402 390% 2.791
Table 1. Performance results for the Choral compiler.
numbers exclude imports. We gather projection times on a machine equipped with an Intel Core
i5-3570K 3.4 GHz CPU, 12 GB of RAM, running macOS 10.13 and Java 14. We focus on projection
because it is the key novel phase in Choral; otherwise, our running times would be dominated by
disk I/O. The reported times are averages of 1000 runs each, after a warm-up of 1000 prior runs.
Table 1 includes programs from this paper, plus three extra programs: BuyerSellerShipper
is inspired by a recurring e-commerce example found in choreography articles [Carbone et al.
2012; Honda et al. 2016]; DistAuth5 and DistAuth10 are variants of the DistAuth class, where we
respectively add 3 and 7 roles, 2 and 7 channels, and 4 and 14 selections for coordination.
Choral programs are much smaller than their compiled Java versions, which is good in itself—
smaller codebases tend to host fewer bugs [Bessey et al. 2010]: compilation leads to an average
increase of 206% in codebase size (going from the 50% for HelloRoles up to 390% for DistAuth10).
The third and the fourth columns reveal a correlation between how much typing Choral saves
programmers and two factors: the number of roles involved, which is explained by the fact that
each Choral line of code involving some roles corresponds to a Java line of code for each role;
and the number of conditionals, which typically require merging (Section 4.2)—this is visible in
the comparison between MergeSort and QuickSort, where the former has 4 conditionals and an
expansion of the 273% while the latter has 3 conditionals and an expansion of 216%.
Projection does not add any significant delay to the development experience: it averages ca.
1.35ms. This matches our own programming experience with Choral, where the compiler managed
to feel quite responsive in providing quick feedback while coding. Projection is mostly influenced
by the number of conditionals and roles, matching our previous observations.
Runtime performance is not included in Table 1, since performance is essentially indistinguishable
from normal Java code. The Java code compiled from Choral resembles (choreography-compliant)
manually-written code and its performance is essentially determined by the implementation of
channels and other imported libraries, which can be chosen by the users.
7 RELATEDWORK
Choral is a choreographic programming language: it makes the flow of interactions manifest from a
global viewpoint, and the code generated from Choral implements exactly this flow [Montesi 2013].
The idea of synthesising local participant specifications that comply with choreographies has
been a hot research topic for more than 20 years, and work in this line of research is typically
based on automata or process calculi abstractions [Alur et al. 2000; Autili et al. 2018; Basu et al.
2012; Honda et al. 2016; Qiu et al. 2007]. Previous implementations of choreographic programming
consist of Chor [Carbone and Montesi 2013] and AIOCJ [Dalla Preda et al. 2017], which are based on
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process calculi and generate executable Jolie code. Compared to them, Choral solves the modularity
problems mentioned in the Introduction, by revisiting choreographies under the light of mainstream
abstractions. Another advantage is that the type of channels needed by a choreography is made
explicit and can be user-defined, whereas previous work has fixed channel semantics (see, e.g.,
[Carbone et al. 2012; Carbone and Montesi 2013; Honda et al. 2016; Qiu et al. 2007]).
Our choreography-as-objects interpretation is inspired by the line of work on multitier program-
ming [Cooper et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2009; Murphy VII et al. 2007, 2004; Neubauer and Thiemann 2005;
Serrano et al. 2006; Weisenburger et al. 2018], where a distributed application is essentially defined
as a single program that composes functions, each localised at a single participant. A function can
then invoke special primitives to request remote computation by another participant, whose imple-
mentation must always be ready for such requests. Differently from choreographies, this makes
the flow of communications implicit—indeed, multitier programming was not designed with the
definition of choreographies as an aim. Choral generalises data types localised at a single participant
to data types localised at many participants (roles). This enables our novel development process
for choreography-compliant libraries; also, it unlocks for the first time higher-order composition
of choreographies that carry state, generalising previous theories for choreographic procedures
[Demangeon and Honda 2012]. The latest incarnation of multitier programming, ScalaLoci [Weisen-
burger et al. 2018], does not support higher-order composition of multitier programs: our new data
types might thus be interesting also in that setting. Castro-Perez and Yoshida [2020] explored the
parallelisation of a simple multitier first-order functional language, for which they can infer abstract
(computation is not included) choreographies of the communication flows that these programs can
enact; Choral could thus be used as an implementation language for such functions. Scalas et al.
[2017] translate terms in a variant of security protocol notation (multiparty session types) to local
specifications of communication behaviour in terms of process calculi, from which they generate
Scala libraries. Their choreography language cannot include computation, so it cannot express
any of our use cases. Also, the APIs of the libraries that they generate are very different from
ours: they are direct representations of the communication behaviour that must be enacted and
are meant to be used concatenatively, for example, o.send(..).receive(..).send(..). Choral
brings two improvements over this approach. First, our APIs are more reusable: they change only
if the source API is changed, not if the communication behaviour of a method is simply updated.
Second, our generated APIs are more idiomatic: they are plain object APIs that look like the typical
task-oriented APIs distributed by cloud vendors [Murty 2008; Wilder 2012], which makes Choral a
candidate drop-in replacement for current development practices.
8 CONCLUSION
With the increased adoption of cloud computing, edge computing, the Internet of Things, and
microservices, the need for libraries that implementors can use to participate correctly in cho-
reographies is growing steadily [Atzori et al. 2010; Dragoni et al. 2017; Murty 2008; Wilder 2012].
Choral is a step towards equipping programmers with a tool that safely ferries them from the
design of choreographies to compliant implementations at the press of the proverbial button.
In the future, Choral could also be a useful vector for the application of research on choreographies
based on other paradigms (automata, processes, etc.): researchers could develop translations of
their own choreography models to Choral, and then leverage our compiler to obtain library
implementations that can be used in mainstream software (in Java). Hopefully, this will lead to
more implementations of choreography theories, allowing for their evaluation [Ancona et al. 2016].
Discussion and Future work. Deniélou and Yoshida [2011] developed a theory for parametrising
choreographies over “collections of roles” whose sizes are determined at runtime. All roles in the
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same collection must be treated uniformly (e.g., broadcast). We can import that feature to Choral by
introducing a similar kind of parameter for our data types. Another interesting future development
might be to introduce support for the non-determinist selection of roles from collections, as recently
suggested by Jongmans and Yoshida [2020], e.g., to define choreographies for work stealing.
For space reasons, we left some details of our programming experience with Choral to future
presentations. We mention two aspects here: error handling and asynchronous programming.
Choral supports exception handling at a single role, which can then propagate errors to others
via knowledge of choice. However, in our experience, it is more convenient to represent failures in
return types, like we did in Section 3.1 by using Optional. The channel APIs that we showed in this
paper are implemented by performing automatic retries. These APIs also have equivalent versions
that wrap results in Result objects—essentially sum types of the transmitted value type and an
error type, as in Go and Rust. Choosing among these implementations is up to the choreography
programmer, and programmersmight also devise channel implementationswith their own strategies
(e.g., exponential backoff with bound on the number of retries). Our compiler can, in principle, be
extended to synthesise coordination for distributed exceptions, theorised by Carbone et al. [2008].
The choreographies that we presented here use channel APIs as if they were blocking. This
does not mean that an endpoint must dedicate a thread for participating in a choreography: future
versions of Java will include fibers and the asynchronous execution of blocking APIs (reactor
pattern) [OpenJDK 2020]. Choral is compatible with this direction. Should programmers want to
program a choreography explicitly for asynchronous execution by using continuation-passing style,
this can be done by extending our channel APIs to take choreographic continuations as parameters.
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A PROJECTION TO JAVA
A.1 Projection
We omit modifiers (MD) and annotations (AN ), they are rendered by the projection as they are.
(Enum) Lenum·id@A·{id}M = enum·id·{id}
(Interface) Linterface·id@(A)·⟨FTP⟩·extends·TE·&·TE·{MDef ;}M =[
interface·name(id, A, A)·⟨LFTPM⟩·extends·LTEMA·&·LTEMA·{LMDef MA;}  A ∈ A ]
(Class) Lclass·id@(A)·⟨FTP⟩·extends·TE·implements·TE,TE {CField CConst MDef ;
MDef {Stm}}M = [ class·name(id, A, A)·extends·LTEMA·implements·LTEMA·,·LTEMA
{LCFieldMA LCConstMA LMDef MA; LMDef MA{[[LStmMA]]}}  A ∈ A ]
(FTP) Lid@(A)·extends·TE·,·TEM = {[ id_A·extends·LTEMA·&·LTEMA | A ∈ A ] if |A| ≥ 1
id·extends·LTEMA otherwise
(TE) LvoidMA = void
Lid@(B)<TE>MA = 
id<LTEMA> B = A
id_A′<LTEMA> A is the i-th element of B and roleName(id, i) = A′
Unit otherwise
(MDef ) L⟨FTP⟩·TE·id·(TE·id)MA = ⟨LFTPM⟩·LTEMA·id·(LTE·idMA)
(CField) LTE·id;MA = {LTEMAid; if A ∈ rolesOf(TE)[blank] otherwise
(CConst) Lid·(TE·id){Stm}MA = id_A(LTE·idMA){[[LStmMA]]}
(Stm) LnilMA = [blank]Lreturn·Exp;MA = return·LExpMA;
LExp;StmMA =

switch(LExpMA){
case·id3->{LStmMA}
default->{throw ...}}
if typeOf(Exp) <: Enum@A,
Exp = Exp′.⟨TE⟩id1(id2@A′.id3) and
@SelectionMethod ∈ annotOf(id1)LExpMA;LStmMA if A ∈ rolesOf(Exp)LStmMA otherwise
LTE·id=Exp;StmMA = 
LTEMA=LExpMA;LStmMA if A ∈ rolesOf(TE)LExpMA;LStmMA if A ∈ rolesOf(Exp) \ rolesOf(TE)LStmMA otherwise
LExp1·AsgOp·Exp2;StmMA =

LExp1MAAsgOpLExp2MA;LStmMA if A ∈ rolesOf(typeOf(Exp))LExp1MA.id(LExp2MA);LStmMA if A ∈ rolesOf(Exp1, Exp2)LStmMA otherwiseLif(Exp){Stm1}else{Stm2}StmMA =
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if(LExpMA){LStm1MA}else{LStm2MA}LStmMA if typeOf(Exp) = boolean@ALExpMA; {[[LStm1MA]] ⊔ [[LStm2MA]]} LStmMA otherwise
L{Stm1}Stm2MA = {LStm1MA}LStm2MALswitch·(Exp)·{case·SwArg->{Stm} default->{Stm}}StmMA =
switch(LExpMA){case·LSwArgMA->{LStmMA}
default->{LStmMA}}LStm′MA if A ∈ rolesOf(typeOf(Exp))LExpMA; {⊔LStmMA} LStm′MA otherwise
Ltry{Stm}catch(TE·id){Stm} StmMA = try{LStmMA}Lcatch(TE·id){Stm}MA LStmMA
Lcatch(TE·id){Stm}MA = {catch(LTEMA·id){LStmMA} if A ∈ rolesOf(TE)[blank] otherwise
(Exp) LlitMA = {l if lit = l@(B) and A ∈ B
Unit.id otherwiseLExp BinOp ExpMA =LExp.ExpMA =
L⟨TE⟩id(Exp)MA = {⟨LTEMA⟩id(LExpMA) if A ∈ rolesOf(typeOf(⟨TE⟩id(Exp)))
Unit.id(LExpMA) otherwise
Lid@(B).⟨TE⟩id(Exp)MA = {Lid@(B)MA.⟨LTEMA⟩id(LExpMA) A ∈ B
Unit.id(LExpMA) otherwise
Lnew·⟨TE⟩id ⟨TE⟩(Exp)MA = {new·⟨LTEMA⟩Lid@(B)⟨TE⟩MA(LExpMA) A ∈ B
Unit.id(LExpMA) otherwise
(FAcc) LidMA = {id A ∈ rolesOf(id)
Unit.id otherwise
Lid@(B).f MA = {Lid@(B)MA.f A ∈ rolesOf(f )
Unit.id otherwise
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A.2 Merging
⊔
Stm =
⊔(Stm1, · · · , Stmn) = [[Stm1]] ⊔ · · · ⊔ [[Stmn]]
Statements
return·Exp ⊔ return·Exp′ = return·Exp ⊔ Exp′TE·id; Stm ⊔ TE·id; Stm′ = TE·id; (Stm ⊔ Stm′)
(Exp1·AsgOp·Exp2; Stm) ⊔ (Exp′1·AsgOp·Exp′2; Stm′)
= (Exp1 ⊔ Exp′1)·AsgOp·(Exp2 ⊔ Exp′2); (Stm ⊔ Stm′)
(Exp; Stm) ⊔ (Exp′; Stm′) = (Exp ⊔ Exp′); (Stm ⊔ Stm′)
{Stm1}·Stm2 ⊔ {Stm′1}·Stm′2 = {Stm1 ⊔ Stm′1}·(Stm2 ⊔ Stm′2)
if(Exp){Stm1}else{Stm2}Stm ⊔ if(Exp′){Stm′1}else{Stm′2}Stm′
= if(Exp ⊔ Exp′){Stm1 ⊔ Stm′1}else{Stm2 ⊔ Stm′2}(Stm ⊔ Stm′)
switch·(Exp){
case·ida : Stma ·
· · · ·
case·idx : Stmx ·
case·idy : Stmy
}·Stm
⊔
switch·(Exp){
case·ida : Stm′a ·
· · · ·
case·idx : Stm′x ·
case·idz : Stmz
}·Stm′
=
switch·(Exp ⊔ Exp′){
case·ida : (Stma ⊔ Stm′a)·
· · · ·
case·idx : (Stmx ⊔ Stm′x )·
idy : Stmy ·idz : Stmz
}·Stm ⊔ Stm′
try·{Stm1}·catch·(TE·id)·{Stm}·Stm2 ⊔ try·{Stm3}·catch·(TE·id)·{Stm′}·Stm4
= try·{Stm1 ⊔ Stm3}·catch·(TE·id)·{Stm ⊔ Stm′}·Stm2 ⊔ Stm4
Statements
return·Exp ⊔ return·Exp′ = return·Exp ⊔ Exp′let • ∈ {null, this, id}, • ⊔ • = •
let • ∈ {new·id·⟨TE⟩, id·⟨TE⟩·}, •·(Exp) ⊔ •·(Exp′) = •·(Exp ⊔ Exp′)
(Exp1·BinOp·Exp2) ⊔ (Exp′1·BinOp·Exp′2; ) = (Exp1 ⊔ Exp′1)·BinOp·(Exp2 ⊔ Exp′2)
Exp1.Exp2 ⊔ Exp3.Exp4 = (Exp1 ⊔ Exp3)(.Exp2 ⊔ .Exp4)
.id ⊔ .id = .id .id ⟨TE⟩(Exp) ⊔ .id ⟨TE⟩(Exp′) = .id ⟨TE⟩(Exp ⊔ Exp′)
.Exp1.Exp2 ⊔ .Exp3.Exp4 = (.Exp1 ⊔ .Exp3)(.Exp2 ⊔ .Exp4)
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A.3 Normaliser
Statements
[[nil]] = nil [[return·Exp; ]] = return·[[Exp]]; [[TE·id; Stm]] = TE·id; [[Stm]]
[[Exp·AsgOp·Exp′; Stm]] = [[Exp]]·AsgOp·[[Exp′]]; [[Stm]]
[[{Stm}·Stm]] = {[[Stm]]}·[[Stm]]
noop(Exp) =
{
[blank] if Exp ∈ {Unit.id, id .id, this, null}
Exp otherwise
[[Exp; Stm]] =
{
[[Stm]] if noop([[Exp]]) = [blank]
[[Exp]]; [[Stm]] otherwise
[[if(Exp){Stm1}else{Stm2}Stm]] = if([[Exp]]){[[Stm1]]}else{[[Stm2]]}[[Stm]]
[[switch(Exp){case·id → {Stm}default→ Stm′}·Stm]]
= switch([[Exp]]){case·id → {[[Stm]]}default→ [[Stm′]]}·[[Stm]]
[[try·{Stm}·catch·(TE·id)·{Stm}·Stm]] = try·{[[Stm]]}·catch·(TE·id)·{[[Stm]]}·[[Stm]]
Expressions
[[null]] = null [[null]]⋆ = ⟨false, null⟩ [[this]] = this [[this]]⋆ = ⟨false, this⟩
[[id]] = id [[id]]⋆ = ⟨false, id⟩ let [[id ⟨TE⟩(Exp)]]⋆ = ⟨•,⋄⟩, [[id ⟨TE⟩(Exp)]] = ⋄
let [[Exp]]⋆ = ⟨•,⋄⟩, [[id ⟨TE⟩(Exp)]]⋆ = ⟨∨ •, id ⟨TE⟩(⋄)⟩
let [[new·id ⟨TE⟩(Exp)]]⋆ = ⟨•,⋄⟩, [[new·id ⟨TE⟩(Exp)]] = ⋄
let [[Exp]]⋆ = ⟨•,⋄⟩, [[new·id ⟨TE⟩(Exp)]]⋆ = ⟨∨ •, new·id ⟨TE⟩(⋄)⟩
[[Exp·BinOp·Exp′]] = [[Exp]]·BinOp·[[Exp′]]
let [[Exp.Exp′]]⋆ = ⟨•,⋄⟩, [[Exp.Exp′]] =
{
[[ ⋄ ]] if • = true
⋄ otherwise
[[Exp.Exp′]]⋆ =

⟨true, Unit.id(Exp)⟩ if Exp.Exp′ = Unit.id.id(Exp)
⟨true, Exp⟩ if Exp.Exp′ = Unit.id(Exp)
⟨false, Unit.id⟩ if Exp = Unit and [[.Exp′]]⋆ = ⟨•, [blank]⟩
⟨• ∨ •′,⋄ ⋄′⟩ otherwise, let [[Exp]]⋆ = ⟨•,⋄⟩
and [[Exp′]]⋆ = ⟨•′,⋄′⟩
[[.id]]⋆ = ⟨false, .id⟩ let [[.Exp]]⋆ = ⟨•,⋄⟩, [[.id .Exp]]⋆ = ⟨•, .id ⋄⟩
let [[Exp]]⋆ = ⟨•,⋄⟩, [[.id(Exp)]]⋆ =

⟨∨ •, .id(⋄)⟩ if .id , .id
⟨true, [blank]⟩ if noop(⋄) = [blank]
⟨∨ • ∨ |⋄| , |⋆|, .id(⋆)⟩ otherwise, let noop(⋄) = ⋆
let [[.id ⟨TE⟩(Exp)]]⋆ = ⟨•,⋄⟩ and [[.Exp]]⋆ = ⟨•′,⋄′⟩,
[[.id ⟨TE⟩(Exp).Exp]]⋆ = ⟨• ∨ •′,⋄ ⋄′⟩
